tv & film
MARQUEES AND
ACCESSORIES
Berry Marquees Ltd supplies clearspan marquees
and accessories to the TV & Film industry
across the UK and Europe. Our award winning
service has secured us preferred supplier status
with BBC Studioworks and The BBC (5+ years)
amongst others. Our highly skilled designers and
builders have put temporary structures onto
and into a staggering variety of locations from
the top of buildings to the decks of ships. We
pride ourselves on always delivering on time, on
budget, exceptional quality marquees suited as
well to be in front of, as behind the cameras.

multi-purpose
ANY SIZE, ANYWHERE
AND FOR ANYTHING
Efficiency is everything when our time is your

Unlike solid cabin-style options, our temporary

money. Berry Marquees, gets it in, gets it built

buildings can simply be carried in through the

and gets it operating, so when your production

front door or down a narrow passageway. No

team arrives, your complete location build is

need for cranes or other complications. We will

ready to roll. Our temporary buildings are solid,

make use of the most awkward space to provide

safety checked and constructed to the highest

your cast and crew with a comfortable, climate

specifications in the industry today.

controlled, solid floored and practical, working
environment.

•

Workshops

•

Scene docks

•

Site security

•

Audience holding areas

•

Set storage

•

Dressing rooms & wardrobe

•

Rehearsal spaces

•

Green room facilities

•

Catering and welfare

•

Long term storage

Our soft, glass and hard sided marquees are
designed to fit almost anywhere no matter the
ground conditions, how tricky the access or size
of the final structure required.

careful planning
SKILLED DESIGN,
CLEVER CONSTRUCTION,
IDEAL SOLUTIONS
Berry Marquees is an industry leader in providing
properly researched, safely constructed and
maintained builds for long term hire. Upon receiving
your enquiry Berry will carry out a site inspection
to assess the opportunities and challenges of the
location and make recommendations.

Berry may employ GPS site mapping, scanning for
underground services, laser levelling and computer
aided design to produce exact scale drawings,
ensuring you can visualise precisely how hard your
temporary structure will work for you.

For smaller scale and interior builds we take no
less trouble to ensure clever, safe and maintained
constructions. We will liaise closely with your crew
and all on site stakeholders to ensure a smooth
and safe build. For your peace of mind we carry
over ten million pounds in public liability insurance.

site
management
AS MUCH OR AS LITTLE
AS YOU REQUIRE
Berry

will

materials,

make
ancillary

recommendations
hire

as

requirements

to
and

provide a detailed and fully costed final quote
along with strictly adhered to build timetable.
Following construction and handover, care does
not stop there.
We utilise digital wind monitoring equipment, as
well as scheduled regular maintenance checks
to ensure the ongoing safety of your site and
production.

health & safety
OUR PRIORITY AND YOURS
Our build teams are trained to exacting
standards, thoroughly security checked and
enthusiastic experts for what they do. Berry
Marquees has a reputation built on more than
two decades leading the industry. Our teams,
from design to construction to warehouse and
equipment maintenance, are renowned as the
best in the business.
We take safety to heart. The protection of our
workforce,
is

clients

paramount.

and

We

partner

produce

contractors

detailed

risk

assessments, regulate all our procedures, review
every build and take down for learnings. We
rigorously test and maintain all equipment,
whilst promoting the same exacting standards
in all our subcontractors.
Berry Marquees is a proud member of the
Made Up Textiles Association. We are regularly
inspected to ensure our adherence to the robust
best practices set down by the MUTA Mark.

contact us
WE’RE ON OUR WAY
Call our design team today to discuss how a
temporary structure from Berry Marquees might
be exactly the solution you are looking for.
Email sales@berrymarquees.com
Phone 01784

471410

